Pallassino and Shires: Research Report
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Philip Borer, professor of chemistry and biophysics in The College of Arts and
Sciences, prepares samples for nuclear magnetic resonance imaging in the
basement of the Center for Science and Technology.
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Uncovering a new weapon against AIDS
hilip Borer began studying RNA m olecules at the
rsity of California, Berkeley, in the late sixties, he
was t thinking about the good of hum anity. As a
r i:l.uate student working with one of the first groups
to sedously s yjrnolecules of ribonucleic acid, his interest lay in the
pure-study of the intricate strands of genetic material. "There's this
beauty of design in these molecules," says the professor of chemistry
and biophysics in The College of Arts and Sciences. 'There's the joy of
discovering things and looking where nobody else has."
Thirty years later, Borer and a team of researchers from Syracuse
University and the Universit y of Maryland-Baltimore County
(UMBC) looked where nobody else had looked and found the key t o
a new weapon against HIV (human immunodeficiency virus),
which causes AIDS. The team produced a detailed model of the
virus's protein-RNA packaging complex-the interaction between
small protein molecules called nucleocapsids and RNA molecules
that enables the virus to reproduce. Armed with this model, pharm aceutical companies can develop drugs that interfere w ith t he
process, t hereby preventing HIV from spreading.
"''ve been interest ed in HIV ever since th e first details cam e out
about the virus in the early eighties," Borer says. "But I never really
did any w ork on it until1995, after I went to a scientific meeting in
Colorado and listened to Mike Summers give a talk about the protein part of t his packaging complex."
Summers, professor of biophysical and bioinorganic chemistry at
UMBC, had been t rying to get a detailed look at the protein-RNA
complex since finding the structure for the protein in 1992. The RNA
m olecule, however, eluded him and other researchers. "These things
are not commercially available," Borer says, "so som ebody who has
the background to do it must make them." Borer had the background
and offered to synthesize the molecule in his laboratory at SU, where
he had been working since 1983. Summers gladly accepted the offer.
Retroviruses like HIV use RNA as a template to make new proteins
the virus needs, Borer explains. The nucleocapsid protein binds to
an RNA fragment and drags it to the outer edge of an infected cell
where it buds off to make a new virus containing the RNA genetic
m aterial. Borer and his researchers predicted a part of the RNA molecule called SL3 w as a likely candidate for the packaging complex.
''Actually, the rules used for those prediction s are things I worked on
when I was a graduate student," Borer says."This was familiar territory."
Research assistant Lucia Pappalardo, an SU doctoral student in biophysics, used nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) to plot the threedimensional structure of the molecule. "Synthesizing RNA was something new for me," says Pappalardo, a native of Torre del Greco, Italy,
who came to Syracuse partly because of its NMR facilities. "It was
both a challenge and a chance to work on part of the HIV virus." Once
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finished, she sent a sample to the UMBC lab, where researchers successfully combined it with the nucleocapsid. The results were published in the January 16th issue of Science magazine.
"What we have now is a magnified view of the parts of the RNA
and protein that interact with each other to form this packagin~
complex," Borer says. "Having that picture, a pharmaceutical company could design a molecule that has a similar shape to the SL3 or
nucleocapsid parts, and then interfere with making this complex.
That would either slow down or stop reproduction of the virus in a
person infected with HIV."
HIV tends to mutate rapidly, Borer notes, and may soon be resistant to the two major AIDS drugs-transcriptase and protease
inhibitors-each of which attacks a different part of the virus's life
cycle and are used in combination. "We hope that from our work
people will develop drugs that attack a third, completely different
part of the virus's life cycle. It's unlikely the virus will simultaneously mutate out from under three different factors."
-GARY PALLASSINO
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Unraveling the mysteries of learning to read
here exists in our high-tech society an irony that, while we
take for granted such scientific advances as landing on the
moon or teleconferencing with someone halfway around
the world, we continue to struggle with the basics: Doctors
still can't cure the common cold, meteorologists remain at the mercies of Mother Nature, and teachers continue to search for the best
way to teach children to read.
But thanks to the work of Benita Blachman, professor of reading
and language arts in SU's School of Education, at least one of these
long-standing mysteries is closer to being unraveled. Backed by a
five-year grant from the National Institutes of Health, Blachman is
conducting research in conjunction with Yale Medical School that
studies how patterns of brain activation change as children learn to
read. In addition, she recently published Foundations of Reading
Acquisition and Dyslexia- Implications for Early Intervention, a
book that shares the research of experts from several countries on
the topic of teaching reading.
The complexities of learning to read have always intrigued Blachman. In her first job teaching children with special needs, she sought
ways to move beyond her students' severe behavioral problems to
teach them to read. "I knew the inability to read would compromise
their futures as much as any other factor in their lives," she says.
Blachman came to SU in 1980 to develop a graduate program for
teachers of children with learning disabilities, one of the first programs
of its kind established at any area college. Excited about the opportunity to create this groundbreaking program, Blachman turned to
research for guidance. For the first time in 1981, SU offered graduate
students a master of science degree in learning disabilities, with a
major focus on developing literacy skills.
Her recently published book, which Blachman edited, resulted from
a conference sponsored by the National Dyslexia Research Foundation that brought together 20 specialists-including educators,
neuroscientist s, linguists, psychologists, and physicians-to explore
how children learn to read and why many children fail. Blachman,
who was asked to organize the conference, sees the book as an
effective way to disseminate the valuable information shared there.
"Especially important," she says, "is research demonstrating that
learning to read is related to a child's awareness of the phonological
(or sound) segments in spoken words. These are the segments more

Through research f unded by the National Institutes of Health, Professor Benita
Blachman works w ith Yale Medical School researchers to learn more about
preventing reading disabilities in children.

or less represented by the letters of the alphabet."
In her current research project, Blachman joins forces with Yale
researchers to learn more about how the brain functions in the
process of learning to read, and how that relates to early intervention. Blachman works with a team of teachers, including current
and former SU graduate students, who provide intensive tutoring
for children identified as having reading problems. Before the tutoring begins, the child and a parent visit Yale for n eural testing that
allows researchers to see which parts of the brain are activated
when the child is asked to complete a variety of language t asks. The
children are tested again after a year of tutoring, and once more a
year after the tutoring is completed. Results are compared with those
of another group of children who do not receive the intensive tutoring.
"We're learning more about how to prevent reading disabilities,"
Blachman says. Or, as one child said when asked about the research,
"We're helping scientists learn how the brain learns to read!"
According to Blachman, the intersection of neuroscience and the
behavioral fields through this research makes this project an exciting one that poses and answers new questions about the complexities of learning to read. "It is significant that this research is funded
by the National Institutes of Health," she notes. "The inability to read
is considered a major public health issue, because it is related to dropping out of school, under-employment, and unemployment. Helping more children master the task of learning to read will result in
positive, long-term consequences for our society."
-AMY SHIRES
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